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1. INTRODUCTION
Alpha particles were originally discovered from the radioactive decay of 
materials such as uranium. Rutherfordjl] suspected that the alpha particle 
was a doubly ionized helium atom and the atomic nucleus was subsequently 
discovered in collisions of alpha particles with gold foils. Since then an enor­
mous amount of progress has been made in the understanding of the atomic 
nucleus, including the discovery that the proton, neutron, and meson fields 
which make-up the nucleus have underlying degrees of freedom in the quark 
and gluon fields. Much of this progress has been achieved through the use 
of scattering experiments, in which an incident probe, such as an electron, 
meson, proton, etc., interacts with a target nucleus. Analyses of these ex­
periments reveal information about the nuclear structure; including ground 
state and transition form factors, the nuclear structure function, the momen­
tum distributions of nucleons in the nucleus, and perhaps about the complete 
nuclear wavefunction. In this paper we will consider the scattering of alpha 
particles with other nuclei at high energies, for the purpose of understanding 
the reaction dynamics and hopefully to obtain information on the internal 
structure of the alpha particle itself.
A second purpose of this paper will be to develop models for the accurate 
prediction of interaction cross sections for alpha-nucleus collisions at the 
high energies typical of cosmic rays. The composition of interstellar m atter 
and cosmic radiation[2] is approximately 89% 1H and 9% 4He. Interaction 
cross sections for a  particles will thus have a wide range of uses in nuclear 
astrophysics and space radiation protection studies. The 4He(p,pn) 3He 
reaction is of particular interest. The observed overabundance of 3He in the 
cosmic rays as compared to the ordinary galactic m atter is expected to be 
due to this reaction. This same fragmentation reaction is the principle source 
of neutrons which can cause harmful radiation damage to both astronauts
1
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and spacecraft.
Nuclear physics is difficult because of the nature of the strong force and 
because of the large number of coordinates that appear in the equations 
of motion. In quantum mechanics all physical observables are represented 
by operators [3j. Nearly all of our understanding of the nucleus is through 
quantum mechanical operators that depend upon only one coordinate. A 
deeper understanding should be expected from knowledge of operators de­
pendent on two or more coordinates. The observation of such quantaties has 
posed a very difficult problem and continues to be of great interest(4,6j. The 
short-range repulsion between two nucleons is expected to produce spatial 
correlations which will be directly reflected in the two-particle density of the 
nucleus, which is given in terms of the complete nuclear wavefunction as
P{r, r ) = J  \y{r,T ,T3,-,-,-rA)\2dr3 ■■■drA
The correlation effects shouid also be reflected,to a lesser extent, in the one- 
body density of the nucleus, which is obtained from the two-body density 
through integration over one of the remaining coordinates. In this paper we 
will consider whether such correlation effects can be observed in the scatter­
ing of alpha particles at high energies.
In scattering experiments intended to study nuclear structure, electrons 
and other leptons have a great advantage as the incident probe, because the 
interaction with the nucleus is known from quantum-electrodynamics and 
is easily amendable to pertubation theory. However, for lepton probes, the 
dominance of single scattering may also be viewed as a disadvantage because 
only average one-body properties of the nucleus will be sensitive to the scat­
tering. An exception is the Coulomb sum rule, which sums all inclusive 
transitions, such that the ground state, two-particle correlation function is 
displayed[5j. Unfortunately, in experiments to date[6], the effect of correla­
tions is small and the resulting information inconclusive. A more promising
*>
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experiment with which to  look for correlation effects is the (e,e’NN) triple 
coincidence experiment[6], planned for the Continous Electron Beam Accel­
erator Facility in Newport News, Va. in the early 1990’s. Here a virtual 
photon is expected to knock out a correlated pair of nucleons, and if final 
state interaction and meson exchange effects can be isolated, a direct map­
ping of the nucleon-nucleon relative momentum distribution will be made.
In order to observe the two-body properties of the nucleus in an elastic 
scattering experiment, double scattering effects must represent more than a 
small correction to the single scatttering terms, and also make a significant 
contribution to  the double scattering terms tha t appear in the absence of cor­
relations. A large body of theoretical work has been performed, in the hope 
of observing these effects in proton-nucleus scattering[7] using multiple scat­
tering formalisms such as tha t of Kerman, McManus, and Thaler(KMT)[8] 
or the Glauber[9) approximation. At high energies the reaction dynamics 
simplify, as effects such as compound nucleus formation and medium mod­
ifications to the nucleon-nucleon potential axe small. The scattering is con­
centrated at small angles and a typical diffraction pattern, exhibiting the 
interference between single, double and higher order scatterings is seen. The 
Glauber appoximation has been very successful in describing the scattering. 
However, any indications of the presence of correlation effects in these re­
actions have not been large enough to gain a good understanding of their 
behavior. Typically, the correlation effect is determined by one parameter, 
the correlation length, and no detailed behavior of the two-particle densities 
can be seen[4].
More recently, high energy nuclear beams have been used to measure 
elastic nucleus-nucleus scattering[lO,ll], These measurements were difficult 
to achieve because the energy resolution needed is only a small fraction of 
the incident particles kinetic energy and the forward peaked behaviour of the
3
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scattering requires an excellent angular resolution. These experiments show 
more promise for studying correlation effects as the structural information 
will appear for both the projectile and the target. Alpha-alpha scattering is of 
particular interest) 10,44] because here the Pauli correlations will be absent 
and spin effects will appear only as a correction to the double scattering 
terms. One of the purposes of this work is to make a theoretical study of the 
effect of short-range dynamical correlations in a  -  a  scattering. The success 
of our study will be dependent on the multiple scattering theory used in our 
investigation.
The Glauber approximation for proton-nucleus scattering has been stud­
ied extensively[l2,13] in relation to the Watson multiple scattering theory[l4]. 
The Watson multiple scattering series rearranges the Born series, which is 
expressed in terms of the nucleon-nucleon potential, in terms of the two-body 
amplitude for scattering of the projectile off a target nucleon. The Watson 
series is an infinite series as it allows for re-scatterings off the target con­
stituents. In the Glauber modeiJO], the scattering is considered in terms of 
small-angle ana high-energy approximations. The basic assumption is that 
the total Eikonal phase for the scattering is equal to the sum of the Eikonal 
phases for scattering of the projectile off each target constituent. The result­
ing multiple scattering series is finite, terminating after a number of terms 
equal to the target mass number. The relationship between the Watson 
series and the Glauber series can be established using an Eikonal pole ap­
proximation [12] to the exact propagator, which causes a cancellation of an 
infinite number of reflection terms corresponding to re-scattering off target 
nucleons. The extension of this theory to nucleus-nucleus collisions is rela­
tively simple[l5]. However, for heavy-ion scattering the full series becomes 
too difficult to sum, especially for realistic nuclear densities, and approxima­
tions m ust be introduced. An alternative approach for heavy-ion scattering 
is to consider semi-classical solutions to effective coupled-channel equations
4
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derived from either the Watson[l6] or KMT[17] approaches. The first-order 
solutions to these equations assume the projectile and target remain in their 
ground states throughout the scattering, and are found to be identical in 
form to the optical limit[l5,24] of the Glauber model. To investigate cor­
relation effects, a second-order solution must be defined such tha t nuclear 
excitations are taken into account (8,17). In this paper we will show the 
equivalence of the semi-classical coupled- channels equations to the Glauber 
amplitudes for heavy-ion scattering and consider second-order solutions for 
the elastic channel. The resulting formalism will be used to investigate the 
presence of correlation effects in elastic angular distributions and total and 
reaction cross sections.
In a relativistic alpha-nucleus fragmentation reaction, an inclusive mea­
surement, where only one particle in the final state is observed, of a fragments 
momentum distribution is expected[l9-2l] to reveal the internal momentum 
distribution of the nucleons in the alpha particle. For fragments detected at 
small angles in the laboratory frame of reference, these distributions typically 
have a gaussian shape with a peak at a velocity near that of the incident pro­
jectiles, indicating a mild collision, where the fragment has received only a 
small momentum transfer. The reaction is usually described in a participant- 
spect ator[l9] model where the fragment, called the spectator, is assumed not 
to have interacted with the target, while the unobserved projectile fragment, 
called the participant, collides elastically or inelastically with the target. 
A first correction to this model, reverses the roles of the participant and 
spectator, and considers the interaction of the observed fragment with the 
target[20-22j. The correction terms are expected to be small in the forward 
direction and it is hoped that a direct determination of the momentum dis­
tribution of the fragments before the scattering can then be m ade|l9,2l|.
The application of Glauber theory to these reactions has been made|21,22j
5
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with reasonable success. The accuracy of the Glauber model for studying 
these reactions should be strongly questioned for several reasons: Energy 
conservation is ignored in the Glauber model and we should expect this to 
be a serious problem. For reactions with three or more particles in the final 
state the validity of the small-angle approximations of the Glauber model 
are not clear. Kinematical transformations are also ignored in this approach 
which is equivalent to the assumption of an infinitely massive target.
The use of Feynman diagrams, even in calculations employing non- 
relativistic dynamics, allows for energy and momentum conservation to be 
taken into account with great simplicity. The diagram approach also allows 
for a straight-forward discussion of higher-order processes. Using Lorentz 
invariant phase space, frame transformations are handled in a simple man­
ner. In this work, we consider a diagram approach, based on direct reaction 
theory[23j, in a preliminary study of alpha-particle fragmentation. In the 
direct reaction model the fragmentation proceeds through quasi-elastic or 
quasi-inelastic scattering of substructures of the projectile with the target. 
The vertices for these quasi-scatterings should be accurately determined at 
high energies from Eikonal theory. A vertex for the virtual dissociation of 
the projectile can be considered in terms of an overlap function for the disso­
ciation, which is closely related to the internal momentum distribution. We 
generalize the spectator-participant model to include relativistic kinematics. 
Simple approximations for the inputs to the breakup calculation are con­
sidered in order to exhibit the general characteristics of the fragmentation 
process for small momentum transfer.
The remaining chapters of this work are divided as follows: In Chapter 
2, we discuss the multiple-scattering formalism for nucleus-nucleus collisions 
and the derivation of the effective coupled-channel Schrodinger equation, and 
consider an expansion in powers of off-diagonal coupling potentials for the
6
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elastic channel. Chapter 3 contains a derivation of the Eikonal coupled chan­
nels scattering amplitudes and establishes their equivalence to the Glauber 
multiple scattering series. We also consider methods of solution for these 
amplitudes and obtain a second-order solution for the elastic channel. In 
Chapter 4, a low-order approximation to the Jastrow correlated two-particle 
density is introduced in order to obtain model one- and two-particle form 
factors for 4He. The evaluation of the elastic scattering amplitude for a  -  a  
scattering is discussed and comparisons to experimental results for elastic 
angular distributions and total and reaction cross sections made. Also con­
sidered are the effects of an average excited state Eikonal phase and we make 
a comparison with the second-order optical phase shift approximation to the 
Glauber amplitude. In chapter 5, the inclusive momentum distribution for 
projectile fragmentation is expressed in terms of three particle phase space 
using relativistic kinematics. A participant -spectator model for fragmen­
tation is developed in terms of pole diagrams from direct reaction theory. 
Models for the overlap function for 4He dissociation and quasi-elastic and 
quasi-inelastic scattering amplitudes are considered and an application to 
a fragmentation on proton targets is presented. Finally, in Chapter 6 our 
conclusions and future considerations are discussed.
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2. COUPLED CHANNEL EQUATIONS FOR NUCLEUS-NUCLEUS 
SCATTERING
In this chapter we will consider the derivation of an effective one-body, 
coupled-channel equation for nucleus-nucleus scattering. Our starting point 
is the many body non-relativistic Hamiltonian and Lippman-Schwinger equa­
tions. The separation of the Hamiltonian into relative and overall center of 
mass coordinates is made and the center of mass motion is shown to be 
completely decoupled from the relative and internal motion. Using the Wat­
son approach[l4], as developed by Wilson[16] for nucleus-nucieus scattering, 
the many body Lippman -Schwinger equation is re-ordered in terms of the 
nucleon-nucleon transition amplitude. An effective potential operator] 16,24] 
is introduced which within the impulse and closure approximations, allows
the effective coupled-channel(CC) equations to be found. An optical poten­
tial series is considered for elastic scattering.
2.1 Many-Body Schrodinger and Scattering Equations.
The Hamiltonian for a projectile nucleus of mass number A p  and a 
target nucleus of mass number A t  interacting through two-body potentials
is
H  = H P + H t  + V (2.1)
where the projectile and target Hamiltonians are given by
Ap Ap
Hp =  Y / T i +  J 2  V i j  (x,- -  X j)  (2.2)
i — 1 i < j
and
A t At
Ht  = t>Q/j(xQ - xp) (2.3)
tt = l a</3
respectively, (Roman subscripts will refer to the projectile and Greek sub-
8
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sripts to the target) and the interaction potential is given by
V = ^ W ay(xe - X j )  (2.4)
<*,i
where vaj is the two-nucleon potential. The kinetic energy operator is written 
in terms of the constituent momenta as
2
Ti = P~ (2-5)2m
where m is the nucleon mass and
Pi = (2.6)
for h = l. We introduce coordinates and momenta relative to the projectile 
center-of-mass(cm), target cm, and over-all cm as follows: The projectile cm 
coordinate is given by
X p  = (2.7)
i
with
Tj = X P -  Xj (2.8)
The projectile momenta are given by
P/> = E > i  (2.9)
i
and the constituent momenta relative to the projectile cm are
k j  = - J - P P -  p j  (2.10)
A P
It follows from eq.’s (2.7) through (2.10) that
X > ; =0 (2-n )
i
and
E kJ = 0  (2-12)
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Expressions analogous to (2.7) through (2.12) are written for the target 
nucleus. The projectile and target Hamiltonians are now written
<213>
and
HT = 2 ^ Pl + kT  <214) 
where the internal Hamiltonians, hp  and h r ,  do not depend on P p  and P y , 
respectively, nor do they depend upon their canonically conjugate position 
variables. The overall cm position is
V _ _ A p X p  + A TX T
Xcm ~  Ap  +  A t  (2'15)
and the relative coordinate between the projectile and taxget is given by
x  =  X p — X t (2-16)
The over-all cm momentum operator is
P = Pp + P t  (2.17)
and the projectile momentum relative to the overall cm is
k  =  < “ » >
The total Hamiltonian is now written
H = -—rr~ + tt- K 2+ hP + hT + V (2.19)
2m(j4p + A t ) 2 p.R v '
with reduced mass
«  = ^  <2-2°>
and
v  = 5 1  Va^ T3 “  r « + x ) (2-21)
“ .j
10
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In (2.19) the overall cm energy is completely decoupled from the relative 
and internal energies as it appears only in the first term. The relative and 
internal energy are coupled through V.
Denoting the complete set of projectile and target internal coordinates 
by and respectively, the internal projectile and target wavefunctions 
satisfy
The relative motion eigenfunctions are given as continuum eigenstates by
hpgpn{£p) = t p ngpn{£p) (2 .22 )
and
hr gTui i r )  =  tTv9Tv{iT) (2.23)





The corresponding closure relation is
(2.27)
Similiarly, for the cm motion
1
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The interaction potential is assumed to be of short-range and if the long- 
range Coulomb interaction is considered, the usual arguments of screening 
will apply. We assume that well-defined states of momentum are prepared 
in the entering state such that, outside the interaction range, these state are 
eigenstates of the free projectile-target Hamiltonian given by
{HP + Hr )*  = E<f> (2.30)
with
$ (x ,X cm, £p, £r) = <£k(x)4>cTO(Xcm)0p„(£p)07v(£:r) (2-31)
and
E — fjc + €cm + fpn + CTv (2.32)
Since the cm energy is decoupled, E  -  ecm will be conserved. The relative
energy may change if the projectile or target eigenstates are altered in the 
collision.
The full wavefuntion satisfies
H'b = EV (2.33)
which, incorporating the boundary condition of outgoing scattered waves 
only, is written in integral form as
—  + (2'34)
The transition probability for the system is given by the m atrix element
Tfi =<  $ |V |$  > (2.35)
where the transition operator is
T = V + VGT (2.36)
12
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with
{ E - H P -  H t )G = 1 (2.37)
The wave (Moller) operator which transforms the incident free state to the 
final scattered state is defined as
S' =  fl$  (2.38)
and satisfies
n  =  1 +  GVSl (2.39)
such that
T  = V(l  (2.40)
Next we consider the development of the nucleus-nucleus multiple scat­
tering series and subsequent obtainment of effective coupled-channel (CC) 
equations using the Watson formalism as developed by Wilson [16). The goal 
of these developments is to rearrange the Born series expansion of (2.35) in 
terms of simpler functions. Because we are considering high energy scatter­
ing we neglect antisymmetrization between nucleons in the projectile with 
those of the target [25].
2.2 The Watson Multiple Scattering Series and Optical Model
The transition operator for scattering the a-constituent of the target 
with the j-constituent of the projectile is defined by the Lippman- Schwinger 
equation [16]
~aj — Vaj "1“ VocjGTaj  (2.41)
and the wave equation which transforms the entering state up to the collision 
of the a and j constituents by
u aj  =  11- ^  GrpkUpk (2.42)
13
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The physical interpretation of (2.42) is that the propagation to the time just 
before the a  and j constituents scatter is the sum of an operator which bring 
the initial free state plus the scattered part from the scattering of all other 
(3 and k constituents. We expect tha t the full wave operator consists of the 
wave operator which transforms the system to the a  and j collision, plus 
the additional contribution due to the scattering of the a  and j constituents, 
that is
ft = u aj  +  GTaju>Qj  (2.43)
which can be written using (2.42) as
ft =  1 +  y ]  G r a jU}a j  (2-44)
a j
We now proceed to show that eq.’s (2.41) through(2.44) represent an equiv­
alent description of the scattering process as that of (2.34) through (2.40). 
Consider the product
^oj'ft ~  Vaj^aj “F VocjGT&jUJ&j 
— (Vaj "I" VajGTaj)u)aj
— t'q.j Wqj (2.45)
Then summing over the a  and j constituents we obtain
T  = ^  vajCl
a j
r  =  $ > aiwfti (2-46)
a j
which confirms the expected equivalence.
At this point our new equations offer no simplicity over the original 
equations as they still involve the many-body operator G. However, if the
14
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incident energy is sufficiently high, the effects of nuclear binding may be 
neglected such that the Green’s function G may be replaced by the free 
Green’s function Go which satisfies
( J ? - ^ r y - ^ r a )Go = l  (2.47)
j  a
The impulse approximation consists in approximating raj  by taj where tQJ 
is defined by
taj — ^ocj ^ ctjGot j  (2.48)
It is easily shown that raj  and ta] are related by
Taj = taj “t“ ~ Go)Taj  (2.49)
The advantage of the impulse approximation is that taj  acts as a two-body 
operator and is closely related to the experimentally determined nucleon- 
nucleon scattering amplitude which is presumably well known. Furthermore, 
no knowledge of the two-body nuclear potential will be required.
Equation (2.46) may be iterated as
T  = 'y  ̂Taj + y   ̂ TajGTpk + • • • (2.50)
ai  (<*y)5=(/3fc)
which within the impulse approximation becomes essentially a series of se­
quential two-body operators. The two-body transition operators are finite
everywhere so tha t the rate of convergence of the muliple scattering series is
fixed by the number of possible scattering combinations. The convergence of 
the scattering series given by (2.50) is expected to be slow, especially when
large numbers of nucleons are involved so the direct summation of the series
is not practical. The essence of the optical model is to introduce an effective 
potential which accurately approximates the multiple scattering formalism 
and is such tha t the solution of the corresponding effective potential would 
sum the multiple scattering series to all orders.
15
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Proceeding, we seek a potential operator whose Born series is equivalent 
to the multiple scattering series of (2.50). The transition operator[!6 ]
T o p t  =  V o p t  +  V o p t G T o p t  (2-51)
will be defined by
V o p t  =  ^  Ta j  (2.52)
a j
from which
T  =  T o p t  ~  ^  r Qj G T a j   (2.53)
a j
The optical model is obtained by retaining the first term in (2.53) . The 
order of the approximation is
T o p i -  - T x  v o p t G V o p t  (2  m )
A p A y
since rQj  ~  \ QpPJ ^  • We therefore expect (2.51) to be a good approximation 
for light and heavy collision pairs.
Corresponding to the optical amplitude (2.51) we have the Lippman 
-Schwinger equation
'i' =  $  + GVo p t 'P (2.55)
To simplify this equation we consider the Green’s function, G. The Green’s
function with outgoing spherical waves is
G = (E + i r ) - H p  — H t ) ~ 1 (2.56)
If we work in the overall cm frame where P = 0, the spectral decomposition
of G is written
Q  -  ''P  > <  9Pn9Tu4>y>\  ^
, ,  E + ir) -  t Pn -  t T l / -  t k<
k ,n,(/
16
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We can write (2.55) in configuration space as
® (£p ,£ t , x ) = 5po(£p)pro(£r)<£k(x)
■<gPn(£p)gTvUT)9pitip)9TittT)VOPT(Zp,ZT’y)'® ( f p . f r . y )  (2 -5 8 )
with
k 2„ =  k 2 +  2p/e[(fpo -  fp„) + («T0 -  «Ti/)] (2.59)
The closure approximation assumes that the internal energy transferred to 
the projectile and target are small compared to the incident kinetic energy 
[26,16], such that
k B„ *  k  (2.60)
With the approximation of (2.60), we can now use (2.24) to integrate over 
the projectile and target coordinates in (2.58) to find
^  ( f p , £ r , x )  ~  < / p o ( £ p ) s r o ( £ r ) < M x )
~ h f  dy  p - 2MR Vo PT (£p, C r , y ) ($P, Ct , y ) (2.6i)
It follows that ^  satisfies an equivalent one-body Schrodinger equation given 
by
(V“ + k 2)$  (£p, £ r ,x )  = 2h r Vo p t {£p , f r , * ) ^  (£p, £t , x ) (2.62)
To be consistent with the closure approximation we now replace ra}- by t aj  
in (2.52). It is im portant to note that the coordinates £p and appear 
only as parameters in (2.62). This feature is often called the fixed scatterer 
approximation as the projectile and target appear to be frozen during the 
scattering.
17
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An effective one-body CC equation is obtained from (2.62) by expanding 
'I'< as
® (6=>,£t,x) =  '^2,1pnv(x)9Pn(Zp)gTvUT)  (2.63)
n,i/
from which we find
(V£ + k 2)4>n„{x) = 2hr ^ , nV '(x ) ^ ' , ' ( x ) (2-64)
/ /n ,t/
where the coupling potentials are defined as
^nx/,nV(X) = <  9Pn9Tv\VoPT(Zp,ST,x)\9Pn'9Tv' > (2.65)
Vo p t  involves the two-body operator taj  which acts as a one-body op­
erator within each the projectile and target Hilbert spaces. Vnu n«v> can thus 
be written in terms of one-body transition densities for the projectile and 
target, pPnn, and p tuu<, respectively, as
V n „ , n ' v '  (x ) =  j  d r « d r } t > P n n ' ( r j ) t a j l rj ~  r a  +  x ) p T v v . ( r ft) (2.66)
ocj
where
P Pnn ' ( r i )  = <  9 P n \ 6 ( r j  -  £p j ) \g p „ >  >  (2.67)
and
PT„„'{*<*) - <  9 T v \ 6 { r a ~  fTa)|ff7V > (2.68)
Alternatively, Vnv ivi may be written in terms of one-body transition form 
factors for the projectile and target nuclei defined by
■Ffm'fa) = <  9Pn\etq i p i \gpn> > (2.69)
and
<?„„'(q) = <  9TuWq iT“\gTl/' > (2.70)
respectively, and the momentum-space representation of taj,
^j(q) = J  dre,q'rtaj(r) (2.71)
18
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as
^ . . V  = ( ^ f E  /  <iV’<,r-F 'nn'(-<l)G ^(q)«0) (q) (2.72)
a j
2.3 Optical Potential Series for Elastic Scattering.
The complete solution of (2.64) is not possible as it would require knowl­
edge of an infinite number of excited state wavefunctions for the projectile 
and target. In considering elastic scattering at high energies, most excited 
states will appear degenerate, such that a channel truncation approach may 
only be useful for nuclei with strong low-lying collective states. By orthogo­
nality, we expect from (2.69) and (2.70) tha t off-diagonal terms in (2.64) will 
make only a small contribution for scattering at small angles. An approxima­
tion scheme, for elastic scattering, will be to make an expansion in powers of 
these off-diagonal terms. In order to make this expansion we separate (2.64) 
into two terms as follows:
(V ; + k 2 -  1700,oo(x))t />oo(x) =  ̂  tfoo,m/(x)Vw(x) (2.74)
(ni/)#(00)
and
(V" + k '  — Unt/inl/(x))ll>ni/ (x) = ^ 2  Unv,n'i/ ^ V i / ( X) (2-75)
(n^S f̂OO)
where we have defined the reduced potential, Unu n»ut by
Vnu,n'Ax)  =  2A**Vn,/In V  M  (2’76)
Note that the restriction (n v ) ^  (00) that appears in (2.74) and (2.75) 
should be interpreted as meaning that both of the indicies cannot equal 0  
simultaneously. The first-order optical potential will be defined to be Oth 
order in the off-diagonal terms
Uq p t  = U00,oo (2.77)
19
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and is called the coherent approximation since the contribution to the scat­
tering from all constituents of the projectile and target contribute coherently. 
The second-order optical potential is found by substituting from (2.75) 
into (2.74) while keeping only the (n V ) =  (0 0 ) terms, resulting in
( V *  +  k 2 -  t/oo,Oo)lpOO =  ^ 2  Uoo,n.
(nv)ji(OO)
x ( ^ i  +  k" -  Unl/>ni/)~ l Uni/too (2.78)
such that
^OPT ~  u 00,00 + ^ 2  ^ 00 ,ni/(V2 +  k 2 -  Unl/tnu)~ l Unufio (2.79)
(ni/)^(00)
Higher-order terms can be found through further iterations. The second- 
order solution includes transitions between the ground state and all excited 
states with propagation in the ground and excited states allowed. Excluded 
are all transitions between excited states.
( O )
Uq p t  is a complicated nonlocal operator. The elastic scattering ampli­
tude for this potential has not been calculated for nucleus-nucleus collisions, 
while for proton-nucleus scattering further approximations are almost always 
made [17]. A useful approximation is to replace the diagonal elements Uni,tni/ 
by an average value Uavg, we then have
^ o p t  ~ Uoo,oo + (V2 + k 2 -  Uavg)~ l ^ 2  U00ini/UnUioo (2.80)
(ru/)^(00)
Closure could now be evoked to perform the summation in (2.80) such that 
the second-order potential is expressed in terms of the two-particle form- 
factors or correlation functions of the projectile and target. (We evaluate 
this sum explicitly using the Eikonal approach in chapter 3.) At high en­
ergies we expect the dominant excitation mechanism to be single- particle 
excitations such tha t the nuclear density in the excited states should be close
20
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to that of the ground state. We could then approximate Uavg by U0o,oo- One 
other approximation often made is to replace the propagator that appears in 
the second-order term by its Eikonal form. Instead, since all our consider­
ations have been for high-energy scattering we choose to apply the Eikonal 
approximation to the CC equations, (2.64), which is the subject of chapter 
3.
21
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3. EIKONAL COUPLED-CHANNEL SCATTERING AMPLITUDES
The coupled-channel (CC) equations derived in chapter 2 are now con­
sidered in a small-angle approximation which is appropriate at high energies 
where forward scattering dominates. The scattering amplitudes for all tran­
sitions of the projectile and target Eire shown to be coupled through the 
exponential of a matrix of Eikonal phases. We show the equivalence of the 
Eikonal CC model to the Glauber multiple scattering series. The Eikonal 
CC model is offered as eui alternative approach to the Glauber series for scatt 
ering systems where the full Glauber series cannot be summed. Standard 
techniques from matrix analyses are considered in order to obtain solutions 
to the coupled amplitudes. Solutions corresponding to the first and sec­
ond order optical potentials discussed in chapter 2 , for elastic scattering, are 
obtained and compared with the second-order optical phase shift approxima- 
tion[9,27,28) to the Glauber elastic amplitude. The second order solutions are 
shown to display the two-particle ground state form factors for the projectile 
and target. The evaluation of scattering amplitudes for inelatic transitions 
is briefly considered.
3.1 Eikonal Scattering Amplitudes
The coupled Schrodinger equations as given by (2.64) are written in 
matrix notation by defining the wave vector[l6 j
*(x) =
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and the reduced potential matrix
ff(x) =
( ^ 00,00 ^ 00,01 Ĉ oo.io
tfoi ,00 Uoi .01 Uoi ,10
f^io.oo ^ 10,01 ^ 10,10
U  11,00 f ^ n . o i  f ^ i i . i o
(3.2)
where we have arranged the elements of 'I' and U in order of increasing levels 
of target, followed by projectile, excitation. The coupled equations, (2.64), 
are now written
(V£ +  k 2 )^(x ) = £f(x)«(x) (3.3)
The scattering amplitudes for all transitions nv  to n v  , are the elements of 
the scattering amplitude m atrix which is given by
/ ( q ) « -VIIdxe~*kr x U(x )^(x) (3.4)
where 6 is a constant vector with unit entry at the entrance channel and zero 
elsewhere, kp  the final projectile momentum vector, and q the momentum 
tranfer, given by
q  =  k  -  (3.5)
We note that the matrices considered are in principle of infinite x infinite 
dimension with respect to the Hilbert spaces of the projectile and target. No 
pretense of mathematical rigorness will be made in this regard. In practice, 
some channel truncation will be assumed, or a sum rule that allows for 
the summation of an infinite number of matrix elements will be applied. 
Therefore, we will consider all matrices to be of finite dimension N, and use 
physical justifications to determine if our results are correct.
In considering forward scattering we impose the following boundary con­
dition on the wave vector
lim \I>(x) - 1 -ei k x 6
( 2 x ) l
(3.6)
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where -z is the direction of the beam source. Eq (3.6) ensures that no parti­
cles are scattered in the backwards direction. Analogous to the one-channel 
Eikonal approximation we assume the solution of (3.3) to be of the form[l7 )
*  - (3.7)
( 2 jt) 5
The boundary condition (3.6) implies
lim <£(x) = 6 (3 .8 )Z —► — OC
Substituting (3.7) into (3.3) we find
V ^0 (x) -I- 2 zk • V<£(x) =  U(x)4>(x) (3.9)
We now assume that each element of U varies slowly with x such that we 
can neglect the first term  in (3.9), we then have
^7^ = ^ ( x)̂ (x) (3-10)
which can be formally solved as
<?HX) =  <5 -  ^  J  U { b ,z )$ (h , z ' ) d z  (3.11)
where we are using a cylindrical coordinate system with cylinder axis along
the beam direction such that
x = b + z (3.12)
Eq.(3.1l) can be iterated as
it>{b,z) = {1 -  ^  J  U{b,z ' )dz +
/
( 5 ) 2 /  U(b,z ' )dz j  U ( b , z " ) d z " +■■■} (3.13)
24
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This series in U is summed in the following manner) 18): We can write
t
j  dz U (b ,z  ) f  U(h,z  )dz =
J  —OO J — oo
t
\  f  dz !  d z ' \ U { b , z ) U ( b , z ' )  + U{b,z ' )U(b ,z ' )}  (3.14)
— J  — OO J  — oo
if the commutator
\U(b,z),  f  U ( b , z ) d z \ = 0  (3.15)
J  — oo
Then, introducing the z-ordered product, Z, which acts such that
z m b , z ) u (  b , / »  = ( i (3.i6)(C/(b,2 )U [b ,z ) foT z  < z  
which we can generalize to higher order powers of 17, and find
0 (b
J  —oo J —oo J — oo
x Z[l7(b, z ,) tf (b ,z 2) • • • tf(b , z, ) ) } 6  (3.17)
which we write as
<£(b,z) = Z e x p ( - ^  j  U{b,z' )dz')6 (3.18)
The result (3.18) is analogous to that seen in the interaction picture approach 
to pertubation theory, except that since our series involves a matrix, we must 
observe (3.15). This condition will be considered below.
From (3.4), (3.7), and (3.18) we now have
/ ( q) =  J  e~t<iXU (b, z) Z  exp(-^- j  U{b,z ' )dz ')dx  (3.19)
A further small-angle approximation is now made by assuming the longitu­
dinal momentum transfer to be small such that
q • x «  q • b  + 0(6 2) (3.20)
25
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where 0 is the scattering angle which is assumed to be small. We can now 
integrate (3.19) over z yielding
/(q )  =  "27 /  e“ 'q' V * (b) -  l ) d2h (3.21)
where the Eikonal phase matrix is defined by
J ( b ) = ^ r » ( b , . l *  (3-22)
and the Z-ordering operator is now no longer necessary. Eq.(3.2l) gives the 
scattering amplitudes for all transitions of the system and is the main result 
of the Eikonal CC model. /  is expressed in terms of an exponential of a 
matrix which is defined by its series expansion. Methods for evaluating this 
exponential form will be considered below. We next consider the validity 
conditions for the Eikonal CC model.
In (3.9) we assumed
|V ^ |  «  12k • Vx^| (3.23)
It follows from (3.18) tha t U must be small compared to the incident energy
|^ ( x ) |« f c 2 (3.24)
and that the change in U over one oscillation of the incident wave must be 
small
|Vx £ f(x ) |« |k E f(x ) | (3.25)
These conditions must hold for each element of U and along with the ne­
glect of the longitudinal momentum transfer are analogous to the approx­
imations made in the one-channel Eikonal approximation! 14j. We expect 
these conditions to be met at the high energies considered in this work. The 
commutation condition of (3.15) is a new requirement not seen in the one- 
channel case and, as discussed in the next section, has effectively reduced
26
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the optical model solution to the nucleus-nucleus scattering problem, within
high-energy and small angle approximations, to a scattering series equivalent 
to the Glauber multiple scattering series.
3.2 Equivalence to the Glauber Multiple Scattering Series.
The scattering amplitudes as given by (3.21) may be re-expressed in a 
form identical to that of the Glauber multiple scattering series. To see this, 
we consider an element of /  and expand the exponential in (3.21)
where sa and sy are the projections of r Q and ry, respectively, onto the plane 
perpendicular to the beam direction, we arrive at the familiar Glauber form
The relationship of the Watson multiple-scattering series to the Glauber 
series is a well-studied problem. Essentially, it involves a cancellation of an
n  v  >  —
(3.26)
m, n
Here the operator x is defined
(3.27)
It follows that (3.26) is equivalent to
Then introducing the nucleon-nucleon profile function, defined by
Taj(b -  sQ -  Sy) =  1 - (3.29)
X < n v \ ( l  -  nay(l -  ray(b -  8a -  S y ) | n  V > (3.30)
27
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infinite number of reflection terms corresponding to scattering on projectile 
or target nucleons more than once with Eikonal (straight- line) propagation 
in the intermediate states. Mandelzweig and Wallace [12] have clarified this 
cancellation through an Eikonal pole approximation to the propagator.
This cancellation has been achieved in a different manner in the Eikonal 
CC formalism and is directly related to assuming the commutator (3.15) to 
be identically zero. To see this, we consider the matrix y(b, z), an element 
of which is given by
Xnv,n'i/(b»z) — ^  J  )^Z (3.31)
From (2.72) we have
x » „ ,v (b ,« )  = ^ ( ^ : ) 3 5Z  /  dz' /
X F nn '  - « ) < ? „ „ '  (q ,  (q ,  « )  (3 ‘3 2 )
where represents the longitudinal momentum transfer and we let q be 
the momentum transfer in the impact parameter plane. Now (3.15) may be 
written as
l ^ T ^ * ( b , z ) l  =  0 (3.33)
From (3.32) we see tha t in the limit of negligible longitudinal momentum 
transfer
lim = 0 (3.34)
9 1 -0  dz v ’
such that the phase matrix is invariant with respect to the z-coordinate 
and that (3.15) has been fullfilled, not by any commutation relationship 
between the two matrices, but through the implicit assumption of straight- 
line motion.
The Glauber approximation has enjoyed many sucesses in describing 
proton -nucleus scattering. For nucleus-nucleus scattering the full series be­
comes too difficult to sum and approximations must be introduced. We
28
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anticipate tha t the Eikonal CC model will provide a useful alternative ap­
proach to the Glauber series for problems where Ap  + A t  >  1. In the next 
section we present some results from matrix analysis in order to solve for the 
Eikonal CC amplitudes as given by (3.21).
3.3 Results from Matrix Analysis.
The Eikonal CC amplitudes are expressed in terms of an exponential of a 
matrix which is defined by its series expansion. From previous considerations 
we expect this infinite series to term inate after Ap + A t  terms. We now 
consider some standard results from m atrix analysis tha t will be helpful in 
obtaining closed form expressions for the elements of / .
The Cayley-Hamilton theorem states tha t every square matrix satisfies 
its own characteristic equation. The characteristic equation for the Eikonal 
phase matrix is given by the determinant equation
|x — Al| = 0 (3.35)
where A represents the eigenvalues of X- For X of dimension N, (3.35) rep­
resents an N-th order polynomial in A which must also hold for X- Through 
this polynomial equation in X higher order powers of X can be expressed 
in terms of lower order powers which could allow for the summation of the 
expansion of eip(i’X)-
A result which makes use of the polynomial relationships tha t hold for 
square matrices is Sylvester’s theorem [29,30). This theorem is based on 
the recognition tha t any polynomial relationship which holds for a scalar 
variable will also be true for any square matrix. In particular, if we consider 
Lagrange’s interpolation formula to hold for a polynomial P of the square 
matrix B,  where B  has N distinct eigenvalues, choosing the eigenvalues to
29
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be the interpolation coefficients, Sylvester’s theorem states
(3.36)
The extension of Sylvester’s theorem to the series represented by the expo-
We also quote the result for the case of degenerate roots [30]. If s is the 
degeneracy of the root
advantage that only the eigenvalues, and not the eigenvectors of x, are
identification of the elements of /  for small N. We do not expect this method 
to be practical if a large degeneracy occurs.
An alternative method for summation of our series is through a simil- 
iarity transformation. That is, if the unitary matrix A  diagonalizes x  such 
that
nential of a matrix depends on convergence conditions [30] which we will 





A s — (A  — A s + i ) ( A  -  A s + o)  • • • (A -  A # ) (3.39)
The solution that follows from application of Sylvester’s theorem offers the
needed, and should lead to a straight-forward numerical procedure for the
A ^ x A  =  - D(A) (3.40)
where D is a diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues of x along its diagonal 
then
expz'x = Aj&(e,A)A.t (3.41)
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The solution for the elements of the scattering matrix would now depend 
on knowledge of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of x- The off-diagonal ele­
ments of x will generally be complex. A condition for a complex matrix to 
be similiar to a diagonal matrix is that its real and imaginary parts be diago- 
nalizable simultaneously, i.e., that it be normal. This condition is equivalent 
to the commutation relation [31]
[X,XT] = 0 (3.42)
We should therefore expect a more general congruence transformation than 
the unitary transformation to be necessary for the diagonalization of X-
3.4 Approximate Solutions.
We now consider the Eikonal form of the first and second order optical 
potential solutions to the elastic channel as discussed in chapter 2. These 
solutions are then compared to the optical phase shift approximation to the 
Glauber series. We also, briefly, discuss some approximations for inelastic 
transitions.
The first and second order solutions to the elastic channel will be found 
by restricting x to include only those transitions contained in the definitions 
of Uq p j  and Uqj>t , respectively. From (2.77), the first-order solution ne­
glects all off-diagonal transitions which reduces x to a diagonal matrix and 
it follows that the elastic amplitude is given by
/ e l M  =  1 7  /  e - '"  b { e « ‘ <b| -  l ) i H  (3.43)
where we denote ’00,00’ element by ’EL’.
The second-order approximation to the elastic amplitude is obtained by 
including all transitions between the ground and excited states, while assum­
ing all transitions between the excited states are negligible. Furthermore, the
31
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phase for all excited states are replaced by an average excited state phase, 
X e x c ■ The phase matrix is then of the bordered form
X =
/  X E L Xoo.oi X00.10 Xoo.ii • •• \
X01.00 X E X C 0 0
X 10,00 0 X E X C 0
Xii.oo 0 0 X e x c  •••
V ; : J
(3.44)
Using induction with respect to rank the characteristic equation of this bor­
dered matrix is easily found to be
{x e x c  ~  A) N  2 { ( x e l  ~  ^ ) ( x e x c  -  A) -  T 2) = 0 
where T is defined by
T 2(b) = £  XOO,ni/(b)Xni/ ,Oo(b)
(ni/)7=(00)
The eigenvalues then follow as
. , X e l  +  X e x c  s . , , X e l  ~  X e x c  so , „•>, i 




with all others taking the value x e x c ■ The form of the eigenvalues allows us 
to treat the the scattering problem as an effective two-channel system with
X =
X e l  T 
T X e x c
and employing Sylvester’s theorem we find
(3.48)
f  e -"»  b { e K ^ + X £ x c ) (cos Ĵx2dif +  T2
with
I S*n V X d IF +  \ 1 1 J2 L+  ^ X d i f — ^ ,  --- ) -  1 } d  b
2 x/X dif  + T -
, X e l  ~  X e x c , 
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An expansion of (3.48) reveals, as expected, tha t x e x c  appears only in third 
and higher order scattering terms. At high energies the dominant excitation 
mechanism is single-particle excitations. We then expect that the m atter 
densities in the excited states to be close to the density of the ground state, 
especially for large nuclei, and we could make the approximation
X e x c  ~  x e l  (3 -5 l)
The second-order result then reduces to
fs l iq) = ^ 7 /  e - q b {e,XEt(b)cosT(b) -  1 }d2b (3.52)
and it is seen that the coherent approximation is recovered in the limit of
small T.
We now consider the evaluation of T. We can write 
X«„,nV (b ) =  2 A:(2 7r) 3 ^  <lZ /  dqe’q r
(3-53)
and with the assumption of neglect of the longitudinal momentum transfer , 
we have
W V < b > = E  /  (q) (3.54)
a j
In (3.54), t a j  is defined as being in the over-all cm frame. A stong cancella­
tion seen between corrections to Glauber theory for relativistic kinematics, 
non-Eikonal propagation, and Fermi motion [32], suggests the use of non- 
relativistic kinematics to transform ta] from the over-all cm frame to the 
two-body (NN) frame, where it’s value is known. If we do not consider spin 
effects and anticipate the use of an isospin averaged NN amplitude, this 
transformation is particularly simple with
k = -■ T kfjN (3.55)
Ap  + A t
33
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where /.v n  is the two-body scattering amplitude expressed in the NN frame. 
We then find
V n V '( b ) ~ 2 tt'k NN ^  f  d2qe'q ’b-F’nn, (- q )GJ/i/'((l)/iVN(q) (3.57)
ai
Y2 is now written
T2(b) =  {2 ^ ) 2j  < * V V e ‘q lV q' hf NN( q ) f NN( q )
A -̂ 0n(—<j)^no( —<1 )£o*/(q)Cv0(q ) (3.58)
<*j q ' j '  (nx/ )^(00)
Consider
Y ,  GOu{q)Gu0( q )  = ° le‘qrj>  > <  " le‘q r J |0  > (3 .5 9 )
j j  ^^0 j j ‘ v±Q
and from closure
W > <  v \ = 1 “  1° > <  °l (3.60)
i/^O
we then have
£  ] T  GQ„(q)G„0(q )  = £ [ <  0 |eiq r>Vq' ^  |0  >
jj' jj'
. / I
-  < 0|e,q r>|0 > <  0|e*q r^|0 >] (3.62)
and upon collecting terms we obtain
34
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y  , y  , Goi/(q)G„o(q ) — -4 rG ^ (q  + q ) + A t (At  — l ) G ^ ( q ,q  )
JJ1
- ^ G ^ f a j G ^ f a ' )  (3.63)
where G '^  and G ^  are the ground-state, one- and two-body form factors, 
defined by
G<x>(q) = <  0 |ei q r |0  > (3.64)
and
G (2) (q ,q ') = <  0|e,q r e,q/ r< |0 > (3.65)
respectively. It follows that we can write Y2 as
T2(b) = A p A t {—  )2 [  d?qd2q e*q be,q b /Arjv(q)/jvAr(q )
I ttknn J
x \ - A PA TF W ( - < l ) * ' i l ) ( - < l ) G { l ) (<l)G{ l ) (<l)
+ { AP -  1){At  -  l ) F (2)( - q , - q ') G (2) (q ,q ')
+  (.4 T - l ) F < x> ( - q - q ' ) G ( 2W )
+ (.4P -  l).F*2'(—q, —q)G'^(q + q )
+ J ’(1) ( - q  — q  )G ^)(q  + q#)J (3.66)
The two expressions for Y2 as given by eq.’s (3.45) and (3.66), show 
the equivalence of complete knowledge of all matrix elements of a one-body 
operator to knowledge of the matrix element of a two-body operator for 
one particular transition, which gives an indication of the complex nature 
of a two-body operator. The second term in (3.66) corresponds to double 
scattering of a pair of correlated target nucleons off a pair of correlated
projectile nucleons. The third(fourth) term corresponds to scattering of a
projectile(target) nucleon on a pair of correlated target(projectile) nucleons.
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The first term will cancel exactly with a term in the square of x e l ,  if the 
scattering amplitude is expanded in powers of /jyjy [27], This cancellation 
is correct as these terms correspond to an unphysical process where a pro- 
jectile(target) nucleon is counted more than once in the double scattering 
terms. The last term in (3.66) is also unphysical and can be directly at­
tributed to the introduction of the optical potential into the Watson series, 
(2.51), where the restriction of no sucessive scattering on the same particle 
was relaxed in order to sum the series with the effective potential. This term 
could be called a self-correlation term and should be much smaller then the 
other terms being down by at least one mass factor. Since we can identify 
this term as resulting from the error of the optical model we will ignore it in 
our remaining considerations.
The second-order solution described above is based on an expansion in 
powers of the off-diagonal coupling potentials, as discussed in chapter 2. An 
alternate approximation scheme in use for elastic scattering based upon the 
Glauber amplitude, called the optical phase shift expansion (OPS), considers 
a totally inert model of the nucleus [9] which would be equivalent to the 
elastic amplitude as given by (3.30), i.e. look for a phase x o p t  such that
/ e l { q) = ^ J  d 2b e ~ ici b { 1 -  e,'x°pr(b)} (3.67)
is identical to the elastic amplitude of (3.30). We thus identify
eixoPT(b) = <  0Q| _ Faj.(b  - Ba -  Sj) ) |0 0  > (3 .6 8 )
a j
Equation (3.68) may be developed in a series expansion in powers of the 
two-body profile function[9,28j, such that
X o p t  — Xi + X2 +  • • • (3.69)
Following the work of Franco and Varma[28], we can identify xi — X e l  and 
i\-> = - 1Y2. The second-order solutions are then seen to be almost identical
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as
iS ls  = - £ / e - ’ b{e'«‘ (l “ Y  + T  ) ~ (3-71)
and from (3.52)
/ S ( « )  = e - i’  b {e'“ ‘ H -  Y  + Y  -  ' " )  -  (3-72>
if yt-  ̂ 1 and if the excited state m atter distributions are close to those of 
the ground state. A numerical comparison between these two expressions will 
be made in chapter 4. We should expect more differences to occur between 
the two approximation schemes for higher order terms. The optical phase 
shift expansion has the advantage tha t the higher order terms, although 
exceedingly difficult to calculate, are found in an obvious manner (28). This 
will not be true for the coupled-channels model as the higher order terms 
will involve approximating the forms of powers of x  and then performing the 
summation of the resulting series.
We now comment on evaluating the scattering amplitudes for inelastic 
transitions in the Eikonal CC model. The solution that follows from the 
bordered matrix of (3.44) for the off-diagonal terms is
k f  ,„ k sinY ~ ,
foo,nu = ~  I e~ * e Xbl — Xao.nvdH (3.73)
where we have taken x e x c  — X e l -  This solution reduces to the usual form 
for the distorted-wave Born approximation for small T. Equation (3.73) 
neglects all cascades between excited states and is not expected to be useful 
for a nucleus with strongly-coupled excited states. A numerical approach 
for studying a small number of collective states would be straightforward. 
For example, to study the coupling between two excited states would involve 
the solution of a quartic equation for the eigenvalues and then application 
of Sylvester’s theorem. We also note that an approximate form for the total 
inelastic angular distribution can be developed from (3.73), in terms of the 
two-particle form factors, through the use of closure.
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4. THE ELASTIC CHANNEL IN ALPHA-NUCLEUS SCATTERING
In this chapter, the first and second order amplitudes for alpha-nucleus 
elastic scattering are calculated and compared to experimental results for 
angular distributions, and total and reaction cross sections. A low-order ap­
proximation to the Jastrow trial wave function is used to model the effects 
of short-range dynamical correlations into the one and two-body form fac­
tors of 4He. Particular emphasis is placed on determining the sensitivity of 
alpha-alpha scattering data to the higher momentum components of these 
form factors. The evaluation of the elastic amplitudes for a  — a  scattering 
are considered in detail. Several param eter sets are considered for our model 
form factors and the resulting predictions of the 4He charge form factor and 
two-particle density discussed. We also consider the effect of deviations of 
an average excited state phase from the ground state phase. Comparisons 
between the second-order coupled-channels and optical phase shift solutions 
are made.
4.1 Model Form Factors for 4He.
The form factors and are defined in terms of the intrinsic 
nuclear coordinates given in (5.8), which must obey the constraint (2 .11) 
such tha t only 3(A-1) coordinates are independent. It is well known [33] that 
the effects of this constraint can only be treated exactly within a harmonic 
oscillator shell model basis. Here the form factors may be written in terms 
of model form factors expressed in terms of the coordinates x, as given in
(2.8) and a cm correction factor as[33]
f ( 1) (q)  =  (4 -i )
and
F < 2 ) ( q , q , ) = / “ i l V J )  (4-2)-fcm(q + q )
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with
^em(q) = e x p ( - ~ L - )  (4.3)
where R is related to the oscillator parameter. We will assume this center- 
of-mass corrrection in our model for the one and two body form factors.
The Jastrow method of correlated basis functions[34] introduces a cor­
rection factor to the wavefunction calculated in a single-particle potential 
model in order to take into account the effects of the short-range repulsive 
part of the nuclear potential on the wavefunction. The Jastrow correlated 
wavefunction is written[6 j
.4
^ ( r i • • • r A) =  ^ ( r i  • • • r A) J J  /(r,-,ry) (4.4)
t>y=i
where ^  ̂  represents the Slater determinant for the ground state wavefunc­
tion and the correlation factor /(r,-,ry) is assumed to depend only on the 
relative separation of r ,  and ry, and obeys
/(r,-,ry) -» 0 for |r,- -  ry| —■ 0
and
/(r,-,ry) -► 1 for |r, -  ry| large (4.5)
The two-particle density is given by
p (r ,r ')  = N  J  \'$cA(r ,r  , r 3, - - - , r A)\2dr3 ---drA  (4.6)
where N is the normalization constant.
The Jastrow correlation factor contains up to A-particle correlations. 
Since our considerations are for two-particle correlations, we consider a low- 
order approximation to this model[6,42], and write the model two-body den­
sity as
P M  f a x ' )  =  Npa(x)pa{x')\g(x,x' )\2 (4.7)
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with
9 (x ,x ')  = 1 -  e- 0 (*-*')* (4 .8)
and where 0 will determine the correlation length. In (4.5) p3 is a single­
particle density assumed to be determined by the Slater determinant in (4 .4 ). 
The choice of this density will be very important in establishing the effects 
of correlations. The original discovery of the diffraction minima in the 4He 
charge form factor was attributed solely to correlation effects[35), while sub­
sequent analyses showed that a more sophisticated single particle density 
would also reproduce this minima. We choose a single-particle wavefunction 
of the form
0,(x ) =  V/A ^ ( e x p ( ^ x 2) -  J e x p ( ^ x 2)) (4.9)
where e will be assumed to be small such that we will always drop terms of 
0 ( t 2). The second term in (4.9) is introduced to model the effect of devi­
ations from a harmonic oscillator shell model single particle wavefunction. 
Absorbing the single-particle normalization into the over-all normalization 
we find
9
pM{ x , x )  = N Y / Aie - aiX\ - biX' \ - ^ x - x' ^  (4.10)
i= 1
with coefficients
Ai  = 1, A2 = -2 ,  A3 = 1, A4 — -e
*45 = 2e, As — A7 = —e, Ag = 2e, A9 = —£ 
ol\ —.6 =  0-, <17—9 - ~(fl +  b)Li
h - ,3  =  a, &4->6 =  ~(a +  b), &7 _ , 9  =  a
01 = 04 — 07 = 0, 0o = 05 = 08 = 0 
03 = 06 ~ 09 ~  2/3 
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(4.11)
The model one-body density is given by
Pm{x) = J  p m (x ,x  )<bt (4.12)
which yields
with
Pm (x) =  Nn* y  Ci exp (—u,x2) (4.13)
Ci =  /t , (4.14)
and




Vi = a,- +  0i -  . * . (4.15)
The normalization is given by
J  /JW(x)dx = 1 (4.16)
such that
7T* i V.
The two-body form factor may be now obtained through
Fm ]( q , q  ) = J  dxdx etq'x eiq x pM (x ,x  ) (4.18)
For a two-particle density of the form
p ( x , x )  = N p a(x)ps( x ' ) h ( x , x )  (4.19)
we may introduce the fourier transforms of pa and h to find
^ ( q . Q * ) = N ( ^ ) 6 J  dpdp Fa( q ~ p ) F a{q - p ) h ( p , p )  (4.20)
Now, for h a function of the relative separation of x and x  only, it is easily
proven that [36]
M p .P )  = (2 tt)3<S(p +  p*) J  d£e‘p‘cfc(£) (4.21)
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where
(
{ = x -  x
Applying (4.21) to our model two-particle density we find




(aibi + aifii + bifa) 2
GibiPi 
4 (a, 6, + ai/3i + bi0i)
1
^  = T ~4a,
V i = k
and
« J . . =  « - S L
&X' /ij'
The model one-body form factor is given by
A'k f ° °
-  —  /  xdxpM{x)sm{qx)
Q Jo
and from (4.13) we find
f m  = y 2 N ^ex^ ( - 7 r )~  4v{1
We note that the two-particle correlation function may be defined 
C(q,q') -  F & ( q ,q ')  -  F ^ ( q ) F ^ ( q )
and obeys
C(q,0) = C(0,q') = 0  
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The model form factors depend on 4 parameters; a,b,e, and /3. Since a 
gaussian form factor gives a reasonable representation of the low momentum 
part of the one-body charge form factor with ’a’ equal to ^  where R 2 m 1.91 
fm, we expect ’a ’ to be close to this value. We have assumed e «  1, and 
the parameter V  was introduced in order to obtain a higher momentum 
component in the single-particle density, so we expect b »  a. The parameter
/? will determine a characteristic correlation length, implying —j=  < 1 fm.
y-f i
We also note that the normalization condition places one constraint on the 
values of these parameters. In order to obtain some definite values for these 
parameters we consider the charge form factor data of refs[37 ]. The charge 
form factor is related to the m atter form factor through[33]
™  ^
where Fp is the proton form factor which we parameterize as
o
Fp(q) = e x p ( - ^ 92) (4.34)
where rp — .86 fm and in Fcm we use R 2 = A well known parameterization 
of Fch for 4He which provides an excellent fit to these data[37] is given by
Fcfc(q) = ( l - ( 7 i?)12)e-™ S (4.35)
where 7!=.316 fm and 7 2 —-681 fm '• This form will be used in some of our 
calculations.
4.2 Evaluation of the Elastic Amplitude.
To evaluate x e l  and T will use the following standard parameterization 
of the two-body amplitude
4tt
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where the energy-dependent parameters are taken as isospin averaged values 
through
+  ( 4 - 3 7 )
= <4 3 8 >
and
u(e) = (Zp  + ^r )gPp(e)QPp(e) + (N p  + ^T)gwp(e)anP(e) , .
(4 p  + A T ){<7Pp(e)  -t- a np(e))
where Z and N represent the proton and neutron numbers, respectively. The 
values for the NN parameters used in this work are listed in table 4.2.
The elastic phase is given by
XEL{b) = A p A r i - j ^ - )  J  qdqJ0( q b ) F ^ ( q ) G ^ ( q ) f N N (q) (4.40)
For a  — a  scattering we find
XEL( b )  -  1 6 ( ^ ) £ £ W o f ~  qdqJoiqb)e - ^  (4.41)
. j  0
with
1 1 1 B  ,
Sii = ^  + 4 ^  -  + 7  (4'42)
a n d
We then find
=  ^ a  + i ) k ,  
47T
1 exp (—jk -  )
XBL(b) = 8( —  ) f o Y ^ ' £ i N iN j  (4.44)
* }
To evaluate T 2 for a  — a scattering from (3.66) we can write
T2(b) = 16 (2 ^ ^ ) 2/ °2 [_ 16 / l (b) + 9 ^ (b )  + 6 / 3 (b)] (4.45)
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For I \  we have
/,(b )  =  [ Y . N i N j  j  d2qel(i he - h Bo2eTZ<t2e- ^ p
which yields




7o and 73 are given by
and
73(b )  -  J  drqdrq  h 
x F ^ ( q , q ' ) ^ ( q , q ' ) e ^ e - f 9% - f ^
73(b) = j  d2qd2q e ' « hei« hFj£)(q + q )
ri( 2)/ \  _ o j _b '3
xJ!V (< i> q)e 80 e 2 e 2
respectively. These integrals can be evaluated using the result








- 1 ! 1 sh
Se ~ + s?1
For 7o we find
e-yob2




o dt- dj B  1
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Finally, we consider an average excited state phase for a -  a scattering.
4He has many resonance states lying below 40 MeV excitation which should 
contribute to this phase. Some calculations for these levels are available[38- 
40], but states higher in the continuum should be more dominant. Since this 
phase element appears only at third and higher orders of scattering, a simple 
model will suffice to show that significant deviations from the ground-state 
phase are of negligible importance in the double scattering region. Since 
the form factors for diagonal states must approach one as the momentum 
transfer goes to zero, we choose a gaussian and consider deviations from the 
ground state through
R e x c  — Rgs + SR  (4.56)
where Rgs -  1.39 fm for 4He.
The final expressions for and as given by eq’s (3.43),(3.49), 
and (3.52) cure now obtained with one numerical integration over impact
46
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parameters. We note that for elastic scattering the angular differential cross 
section is given by
^  = \fEL(q)\2 (4.57)
which is related[4l] to the invariant distribution by
do _  tt do
=  (4-58)
where the four-momentum transfer is given by t = - q 2, for elastic scattering. 
Also, Coulomb effects are considered to first order following refs.[28,50).
4.3 Results for Elastic Scattering.
We now compare our model to experimental data for elastic a-nucleus 
scattering. The quantity of inerest in our calculations is the two-body den­
sity. We consider an approach where the charge form factor should be rea­
sonably well produced by our model and, assuming our scattering theory to 
be correct, a second condition that a -  a  scattering data should be repro­
duced with the structural inputs under study. At least two limitations must
be placed on this approach: first, the analytical form choosen in our model 
is kept simple, such tha t the integrals involved in the calculation of T could 
be performed analytically; and second, the cm correction factor used will not 
be exact for the single-particle wavefunction of (4.9).
In table 1, we show parameter sets, labelled A through F, studied in 
our model. The charge form factor corresponding to sets A,B, and C are 
shown by the solid lines in fig.’s 1,3, and 5, respectively. Also shown in these 
figures, by the dash-dot line, is the plot of eq.(4.35) and the experimental 
data of ref.[37). These fits could have been improved in the region of the 
secondary maximum for larger values of b. However, the cm correction has 
imposed a limitation, since for these larger values several of the the terms in 
the integrals I 2 and I3 given by eq.’s (4.52) and (4.54) diverged. Note that
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there are 81 terms contained in each of these integrals. The occurence of the 
divergence corresponded to terms where the parameter ’a’ appeared only in 
the cm correction factor with the result that the widths ye and,or ze was 
less than zero. In fig.’s 2,4, and 6, we show comparisons for parameter sets 
A,B, and C, respectively to the data of ref.jlO] for 635 A MeV a -  a elastic 
scattering. The solid and dash-dot curves correspond to the second-order 
amplitude (3.52) with the model form factors used in x e l  in the solid curve, 
and the phenomenological expression of (4.35) used in x e l  in the dash- 
dot curve. Similiarly, the first-order calculations with model form factors 
are shown by the dashed curve, and (4.35) used in the dotted curve. We 
first note the large increase in cross section and improved agreement with 
experiment, obtained by the second- order calculations. This increase is due 
to the short-range repulsive correlation causing the incident particles to see 
an effectively larger nucleus. The use of the model form factors in x e l  is 
observed to produce too large an effect at the first maxima for all three cases 
studied. Altough our model was based on simple considerations, we note 
that the scattering data being studied is sensitive to slight changes in the 
parameters of our model.
In fig. 7, we show the two-particle densities corresponding to A,B, and 
C by the solid, dashed, and dotted lines, respectively. These curves are 
obtained by placing one particle at the origin and allowing the coordinate of 
the second particle to vary. Also shown by the dash-dot line is the calculation 
of refj42|, using a higher-order Jastrow model than the one used in this paper 
and which gave an excellent fit to the charge form factor. This calculation 
neglected the cm constraint, which leads to a substantially higher value at 
the peak of the two-particle density.
In fig.’s 8,9, and 10; the solid,dashed, and dotted lines correspond to 
parameter sets D,E, and F,respectively. The differential cross sections in
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fig.9 were calculated using (4.35). In fig. 8 we see that set D with (3 = 2 
reproduces the minima in Fch and also gives better agreement to the angular 
distribution in fig. 9. The effect of increasing 0  is seen in fig. 10 were we see 
less short-range repulsion for increasing /?. Fig. 11 shows our comparison to 
the 1 A GeV a — a scattering data of refs.jll). All calculations were made 
using (4.35) in \ e l • The dotted line is the coherent approximation, and the 
solid and dashed correspond to second-order calculations with parameter 
sets A and C, respectively. Again, we see a significant improvement in the 
second-order calculations when compared to the first-order. There appears to 
be a slight overall angular difference between our calculations and the data, 
which may be due to the finite detector acceptance. In fig. 12 we compare 
the Glauber optical phase shift (dash-dot) solution as given by (3.71) to the 
coupled-channels second-order solution (solid) as given by (3.52). We see very 
small differences out to the second minima in the data. Also shown in fig. 
12 is the effect of allowing the excited state phase to differ from the ground 
state phase. The dash line corresponds to -  .5 as defined in (4.56) and the 
dotted line to =  1. As should be expected, this triple scattering effect only 
becomes apparent beyond the second minima in the data. In fig. 13, we 
show 1 A GeV a — 16 O elastic scattering, here we see the expected increase 
in differences between the two second-order solutions as the mass number 
increases.
In table 3 we make comparisons to experimental data for total and 
reaction cross sections for a  projectiles[43] at 870 A and 2100 A MeV. The 
total cross sections are calculated using the optical theorem
47T
o t o t  = -^IrnfEL{ q = 0) (4.59)
and the reaction cross sections through
o re  — o t o t  ~  ° e l  (4.60)
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The calculations were made with parameter set D. Parameter set A, B, and 
0  gave similiar results, while E and F tended to decrease the cross-sections 
towards the first-order results.
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Table 1
Form Factor Param eter Sets
Set a ( f m  2) b ( f m  -) £ 0 (frn~2)
A 0.60 3.6 0.1 3.0
B 0.65 4.0 0.1 2.25
C 0.69 3.9 0.1 2.0
D 0.65 0.0 0.0 2.0
E 0.65 4.0 0.0 5.0
F 0.65 0.0 0.0 8.0
Table 2
Isospin Averaged NN Parameters
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Table 3
Results For Total And Reaction 
Cross Sections
a  — p
T/A(MeV) O t o t {mb) a  r e  { m b )
1st *ynd Expt. 1 st •)nd Expt.
870 123 140 143±1.6 94 101 120±6.2
2100 126 142 147.9±0.4 96 103 111±5.7
a  — a
T/A(MeV) ° t o t { m b ) o RE{mb)
1“ <)nd Expt. 1 st <)nd Expt.
870 359 389 390±6.3 244 253 262±18.
2100 368 397 408±5.5 249 259 276±15
a  - 12 C
T/A(MeV) o t o t {'m b ) ORE{mb)
l ai <ynd Expt. 1«£ *)nd Expt.
870 814 829 790±7 520 528 542±16
2100 826 842 835±5 530 536 547±3
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20
Fig.l. 4He charge form factor as a function of momentum transfer squared. Ex­
perimental error bars from refs.|37). Calculations: Solid line, model form factor using 
parameter set A from table 1; Dash-dot line, parameterization of (4.34).
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0 0 .2  0 .4  0 .6  0 .8
- t  (GeV/c>*2
Fig. 2. Center-of-mass differential cross section for a a  scattering at 635 A M eV, as 
a function of -t. Experimental error bars from refs.[l0]. Theoretical calculations: D otted  
line, first-order with form factor of (4.34); Dashed line first-order w ith  m odel form factors 
using parameter set A from table 1; Dash-dot line second-order w ith  x e l  calculated using 
(4.34) and T using model form factors with parameter set A; and Solid line second-order 
w ith model form factors in both \ E L  an<i  T with parameter se t A.
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Fig. 3. Sam e as fig. 1 for parameter set B.
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F ig. 4. Same as fig. 2 for parameter set B.
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20
q2 fm*»-2
Fig. 5. Same as fig. 1 for parameter set C.
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0 0.2  0.4  0 .6  0 .8
-t  (GeV/c)“ 2
Fig. 6. Same as fig. 2 for parameter set C.
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Fig. 7. Two-particle density for 4H e  as a function of the relative separation distance 
r. Calculations: Solid line , model two-particle density w ith param eter se t A from table 1; 
D ashed line, parameter set B; Dotted line, parameter set C; Dash-dot line, Jastrow model 
of refs.|42j.
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20
q2
Fig. 8. 4H e charge form factor. Experim ental error bars from refs. |37). Calculations: 
Model form  factors corresponding to parameter set D, solid  line; se t E, dashed line; and 
set F , dotted  line.
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0 0.2 0 .4  0 .6  0 .8
-t  (GeV/c)""2
Fig. 9. Center-of-m ass differential cross section for a a  scattering at 635 A MeV, as a 
function o f - t .  Experim ental error bars from refs.[ 10). Second-order theoretical calculations 
with (4.34) used in XEL  and model form factors used in T: Solid line, w ith  parameter set 
D; Dashed line with parameter set E; Dotted line w ith param eter set F.
10‘2
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Fig. 10. Two-particle density for AH t  as a function of the relative separation distance 
r. Calculations: Solid line, mode! two-particle density with param eter set D; Dashed line, 
parameter set E; Dotted line with parameter set F; Dash-dot line .Jastrov model of refs.















- t  (GeV/c)-B2
Fig. 11. Center-of-m ass differential cross section for a a  scattering at 1 A GeV, as a 
function o f - t .  Experim ental error bars from refs. [ l l j .  T heoretical calculations: Dotted  
line, first-order with (4.34); Solid and dashed lines, w ith  (4.34) in \ ' e l  &-nd model form 
factors in T  corresponding to parameter sets A and C of table 1, respectively.
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Fig. 12. Same as fig. II  with: Dash-dot line, Glauber optical phase shift from (3.71); 
Solid line second-order coupled-channels of (3.52); Dashed and d otted  lines using (3.49) 
with <5R =  .5 and 1, respectively.
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0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
-t (GeV/c)**2
Fig. 13. Center-of-m ass differential cross section for a l c O  scattering at 1 A GeV, 
as a function of -t. Calculations: Dash-dot line, Glauber optical phase shift; Solid line, 
second-order coupled channels.
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5. ALPHA PARTICLE FRAGMENTATION
In this chapter a preliminary study of the the fragmentation of a- 
particles in collisions with atomic nuclei is considered using a nonrelativistic 
Feynman diagram approach, as developed by Shapiro [23], The form of 
the inclusive momentum distribution of the alpha fragments is developed in 
terms of Lorentz invariant three-body phase space. We consider, in detail, 
the lowest order diagrams for the fragmentation process corresponding to 
quasi-elastic and quasi-inelastic scattering of substructures of 4 He on target 
nuclei. Neglecting spin effects, the amplitudes corresponding to these dia­
grams are shown to factorize into products of quasi-scattering amplitudes 
and overlap functions for the virtual dissociation of the a -particle. Final 
state distortion between projectile fragments is considered in the Eikonal 
approximation. Models for the quasi-scattering amplitudes and the overlap 
functions are discussed. As an application we consider the p(a,n *He)p 
reaction at an incident energy of 1 GeV per nucleon.
5.1 The Inclusive Momentum Distribution.
Recent experimental studies of the fragmentation of relativistic nuclei 
have considered the momentum distribution of projectile fragments in inclu­
sive measurements of the type
P + T - > F  + X  (5.1)
where P and T represent the projectile and target nuclei, respectively, F 
the observed projectile fragment, and X the unobserved particles in the final 
state. In the laboratory a characteristic gaussian peak is seen in the fragment 
momentum distributions at a velocity close to that of the incident beam, 
indicating a peripherial collision in which the fragment has received only 
a small momentum transfer in the collision. A large number of exclusive 
channels may contribute to the reaction (5.1). It is our present purpose to
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provide a theoretical description of the dominant processes that contribute to 
momentum distributions of 4He fragments. We therefore neglect all particle 
production channels and consider reactions of the type
P + T->F + N  + T (5.2)
Here T' represents the final state of the target, including unbound states . 
For 4 He we will be particularly interested in the reactions
ct + T —■► 3He + n + T (5.3)
and
a + T-+ 3H + p + T (5.4)
where n and p represent a neutron and proton, respectively. The differen­
tial cross-section for the reaction (5.2) can be written in terms of Lorentz 
invariant 3-body phase space as [14,45] (with h — c = 1)
^  = E  “ E->
X ( 2 ^ E PETf31 ̂ E fE n Et 'Tf ' ^ E p E t \2 (5-5)
where /? is the relative projectile-target velocity, T/,- the transition matrix, 
V the volume normalization, and the indicies f and i label the total value in 
the final and initial states, respectively. The summation in (5.5) is over all 
possible final states of the target. In (5.5) the factors ^  are Lorentz invari­
ants and the combination of the two delta functions forms a four-vector. For 
a three- body final state, we have from energy and momentum conservation 
five independent kinematical variables. To obtain the inclusive momentum 
distribution we use the momentum conserving delta function to eliminate 
dprj resulting in
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with
P N  =  P» -  PF -  P T' (5.7)
In order to remove the energy conserving delta-function we write
dpjt* — P^</ d^lpi dppi (5.8)
and consider the transformation
d PT > = { ^ L ) ~ l d E s
Oprpt
(5.9)
We now specialize to the rest frame of the projectile. Here
P n  =  P r  -  P f  -  P T- (5.10)
and we find
( ^ L ) - >  = ___________________ E t >En____________________
dpT> [pT>(ETi + En)  + E Tt(pF c.os(0FT') — p tc os (6T'))\
where Op and $T> are scattering angles in the projectile rest frame with 
0FTi = dF — dTt. Eq.(5.6) now becomes
d a  V 3
E  (5.12)
d p ?  ( 2 7 r )5 /?
T
All kinematical variables must now be expressed in terms of p/- , ,
and the initial state variables. Denoting the initial kinetic energy of the 
projectile in the lab frame by T/aj., we have for the transformation parameters 
for the Lorentz boost between target (lab) and projectile frames
-7 =  1 +  5 ^  (5.13)
m
where m is the nucleon mass and
0 = \ l  l - ±  (5.14)
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from which we may obtain the initial values in the projectile frame
Ei = 7M 7  +  M p  (5.15)
and
PT = \ / l  ~  lM r  (5.16)
Using energy and momentum conservation we can find a quadratic equation 
for pT> yielding
c3c4 + 2ciyjc\ -  M £,(4cj -  cl)
P r  ~  F F i )  (5'18)
where we have taken the positive root as the physical root, and where
ci — E t -  E f
C2 = Pt + P f ~ ZPTPF COS $f + Mlr
C3 — 2pp cos $Ti F — 2pT cos 0T>
c4 ~  co — -  Cj (5.19)
may now be found from (5.6). We note also that the momentum transfer 
to the target is given by
q  = P T - p T' (5.20)
and the relative momentum between F and N by
A f
Prel = ( —  ) q - p F  (5.21)
A t
5.2 The Transition Matrix for Fragmentation.
We now consider a model for the transition amplitude based on the 
Feynman diagram approach to direct reaction theory(23,46). Our underlying
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assumption will be tha t the fragmentation proceeds through the participant- 
spectator mechanism, such tha t F(spectator) makes no interaction with T, 
while N (participant) scatters quasi-elastically or quasi-inelastically with T. 
We also consider the inverse process where F plays the role of the partici­
pant. The Feynman diagram s for these two processes are shown in figures 
14 and 15. The direct reaction theory assumes that the vertex representing 
the quasi- scattering, Tv-p (where v represents the virtual particle) repre­
sents the full interaction. This can be proven by iteration. An advantage of 
the diagramatic approach is tha t higher-order processes, although difficult 
to calculate, may be considered in a straightforward manner. The first cor­
rection to the pole diagrams of fig.’s 14 and 15 would be a diagram of the 
type shown in fig. 16, where both F and N scatter from the target. In fig. 
17, we show a correction of a different kind corresponding to the excitation 
of a discrete resonance state of the alpha particle. The strengths of these 
transitions tend to be small and the corresponding decay will be isotropic in 
the projectile rest frame. A correction to all diagrams will be the final state 
interaction between the projectile fragments, illustrated in fig. 18.
Using the Feynman rules[23), the amplitude for the pole graphs are 
written in the form
Tfi  = TvTGvTd (5.22)
where To is the vertex function for virtual dissociation of the alpha particle, 
and Gv the propagator for the virtual particle written as
Gv = -= J    (5.23)E  -  H0 + ir)
In the diagram of fig. 14 the virtual particle is N and in fig. 15 the virtual 
particle is F. The differences in mass of these two particles will have a large 
effect on their contribution to the inclusive momentum distribution. Tvt  
will involve a particle which is off its mass-shell. Redish[47] has shown that 
for (p,2p) reactions above 300 MeV incident proton energy off-shell effects
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are small, such tha t the off-shell amplitudes may be replaced by their on- 
shell values. For a virtual nucleus these off-shell amplitudes are not well 
known. Therefore, we will use only on-shell quantities in our calculations. 
Because of the off-shell behaviour, there is an ambiguity as to which energy 
should be choosen for the evaluation of these amplitudes. At high energies 
the parameters used in the evaluation of the NN amplitude change slowly 
with energy, so we will choose to evaluate T vt  at the energy in the initial 
state.
The vertex Tp is expected to be difficult to model and we therefore 
look to replace it by a simpler quantity. Assuming a cluster model for the 
a-p artic le  such that the Schrodinger equation for the ground state is
(Ho +  > =  > (5.24)
where Vn f  represents the N-F interaction, it follows that
V^vflft > = (E — Ho)\a > (5.25)
Projecting onto the left-hand side of (5.23) with a continuum wave function 
for relative N-F motion, we have
< NF\VNF\a >  = < NF\{E -  H0) \a >  (5.26)
We can now identify
< NF \a  > =  Gv < NF\VNF\a >
< N F \a  >= GvTd (5.27)
where < iV.F|ft > is the overlap function for the virtual dissociation of the 
alpha particle. It follows that the transition matrix for the pole graphs can 
be written
Tfi = TvT < N F \a  > (5.28)
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An exact calculation of the overlap function is difficult because it in­
volves solving the Schrodinger equation for both projectile and target. For 
our purposes, we will assume a cluster model for the alpha particle wavefunc- 
tion, where we expand |a  > in a basis of the fragment wavefunciions[21,22]
|<* > =  y^CnlF’n > \(j>n > (5.29)
n
where \<bn > is the wavefunction for the relative F-N motion in the bound- 
state, cn is a spectroscopic constant, and we sum over all possible final states 
of the fragment. Since the A=3 nuclei have no bound excited states we ap­
proximate
|a  > =  c0\F >\4>> (5.30)
where we have assumed the ground state values and Co is expected to have 
a value close to one. The overlap function now takes the approximate form
< N F \a  > =  c0 < N\<t> > (5.31)
The simplest approximation to (5.31) is to assume a plane-wave for the 
relative motion, we then have
< N F \a  >= / d r c - ^ ( r )
< N F \a  >= - ^ ( p v )  (5.32)
such that the overlap function reduces to the internal momentum distribution 
for the relative F-N motion in the projectile. Below we consider some forms 
for <f>, and also consider using an Eikonal wave to describe the relative motion.
Momentum and energy conservation apply at each vertex of the Feyn­
man diagrams. For fig. 14 we have at the dissociation vertex, from momen­
tum conservation,
p u = “ P F (5.33)
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and from energy conservation
E v = M p  — Ep  (5.34)
For fig. 15 we find
P v  =  P f  -  q  (5.35)
and
E v -  M a -  E n  (5.36)
For simplicity we neglect any interference effects between the two diagram s 
considered. The transition matrix can now be written
\Tf i\2 =  — |c0|2[2|TV t|2|<£(-P f)|2 +  |T f t |2|<A(Pf -  q ) |2) (5.37)
where we inserted a spectroscopic factor of 2 for the diagram of fig. 14
Two effects may now be identified as causing the pole diagrams to dom­
inate in different kinematical regions. First, they involve the amplitudes 
T ^ t  and Tpp  which will have different dependences on the total momentum 
transfer at the quasi-scattering vertex. Second, the overlap functions are to 
be evaluated a t different values for the virtual particle’s momentum.
Eq.(5.37) is being evaluated in the rest frame of P. The quasi-scattering 
amplitudes involved are usually known in the center of mass frame of the 
vT system. We thus seek to replace the amplitudes in (5.37) by their cm 
values. For a two-particle final state we can write an expression similiar to 
(5.5), which can be reduced to[45)
d(lv T (2n)2ii E t  + E v ^
where the barred quantaties represent values in the vT cm frame. Making 
use of the following invariance property
\ \ / E vE t Tvt \ / E fiE T' |2 -- \ \ / E vE t Tvt \ J E n E t > |2 (5.39)
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we can write for the contribution to the inclusive momentum distribution, 
from fig. 14,
da_ = 2 y .  [  2 , d E F x /? E vE t (Ev + E t ) .




and for fig. 15
do  _  1 f  2 P , E vE t ( E v +  E t ) >
dpF ~  /?(2tt)3 PT’ ( dpT, ] PT, { E vE t E f E t , ]
~  q ) |2dnT' M 1)
The transformation between the projectile rest frame and the vT cm frame 
is defined by
(5.42)
E v +  E t  1 '
w i t h
7 = (5.43)
V i - P
We also note tha t the energies transform as
E  = 7(JE -  $  • p) (5.44)
The evaluation of the inclusive momentum distribution will require models 
for the overlap functions and quasi-scattering amplitudes which we describe 
in the next sections.
5.3 Model Overlap Functions.
The plane wave assumed is not expected to be a good approximation
to the relative N-F motion since their relative momentum should be on the
order of 100 MeV. We now introduce an Eikonal wave to describe the relative
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motion which should give a better representation. In principle we should use 
a potential consistent with the potential tha t determines <f> in our calculation, 
but for our simple considerations we will use the optical potential correspond­
ing to the coherent approximation described in chapter 3. Introducing the 
Eikonal wave we have
< N F \a  dreip--V 'x<b>‘^ ( r )  (5.47)
where
x ( M )  =  L  dz  /  FF q̂^ N N^ e~t q Xd q  ( 5 -4 8 )
For the fragment form factor we use
Ff (g) = exp ( q2) (5.49)
and for 3He we use R=1.51 fm. We then find
x(b ,z) =  exp (~ J —) f  dze* P ( - J - )  (5 -5 0 )
2 w i k t f w  4u> J z 4w
where
r2 B  . .
w = J + 2  (5‘51)
and/o and B are from the parameterization of the NN amplitude used in
Chapter 4. Equation (5.50) may be solved in terms of the error function as
x(b ,*) = £ ^ ( l - * ( 5 4 = ) )  (5.52)
2 k n n w  2 y / w
The simplest model for <j>, is the harmonic oscillator shell model where 
*(r) = ( “ ) S e x p ( - f r 2) (5.53)7r 1
with a=.52 for 4He. Berggren[48j has shown using general principles that 
the overlap function has the asymptotic form in coordinate space with
a — v/2/if where n is the reduced mass and £ the seperation energy. Lim[49]
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has formulated the following form for <f> which was shown to give a good 
representation to the charge form factor
, JVe-Q r(l — e~Pr)4
=  ---------     (5.54)r
with a  = .846, /? = 1.42, and N=1.2634 for the dissociation into 3He-n. 
In fig. 19 we show the internal momentum distributions corresponding to 
(5.54) (solid line) and (5.53) (dash line) assuming a plane wave for the relative 
motion. Note the large diiferences between the two models for increasing 
momentum. The minimum in the Lim wavefunction has the same origin as 
the minimum in the 4 He charge form factor and thus could be attributed to 
correlation effects.
5.4 Results for Alpha Particle Fragmentation.
The vertex T„t  should be well approximated within the Eikonal approx­
imation because of the large relative kinetic energy between projectile and 
target for the reactions under study. For a composite target, all final target 
states must be summed. The ground state target contribution may be calcu­
lated using the first and second order solutions discussed in chapter 3. The 
total inelastic sum for vT scattering can be calculted using closure to evalu­
ate the Eikonal scattering amplitude as discussed by Glauber|50]. However, 
only the magnitude of the amplitude can be determined in this manner, so 
that the importance of interference effects with other contributions cannot 
be investigated.
The simplest example for application of our model is for a proton target, 
as no target excitations are allowed if particle production is ignored. We now 
consider o-p scattering at 1.025 A GeV. For Tnp corresponding to the quasi­
scattering vertex in the graph of fig. 14, we use the parameterization of 
the NN amplitude given in (4.36). For T= n ep corresponding to the quasi­
scattering vertex in the graph of fig.15, we use the Glaber amplitude which
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can be evaluated in a closed form if a single-particle approximation to the
wavefunction is assumed[50]. Using the NN amplitude of (4.36) and the form
factor of (5.49), the resulting angular distribution is given by[50,22]
—  - S ' ( Z\ (  lVf ~*a)
dn >HcP n 2ir{R* + 2By 21
. ,6B  +  (3 -  l)R~ 2l , x
X e X p l _ ( ---------------- 12 1  ( 5 ' 5 5 )
A comparison between the two vertices under consideration is shown in fig.
20. We note tha t the 3 Hep  vertex dominates for small q, and the np vertex 
at large q.
Our expression for the inclusive momentum distribution has been eval­
uated in the projectile rest frame. To make comparisons in other reference 
frames it is useful to consider the Lorentz invariant differential cross-section 
defined by[51,52j
do
do li  x v  — E p - —  (5.56)dpF
We can then write in the lab frame
O{d^n)lab = (5 -5 7 )
In fig. 21 we show the double differential cross section at 0 degrees for 
a + p He + n + p. Here the solid line correspond to fig. 14 and the dash 
line to fig. 15. The calculation was made using the Lim wavefunction as 
given in (5.54). Following Hufner{2l] we asssume a factor of one-half acts to 
approximate the effect of final state interactions(FSI). The FSI are expected 
only to effect the magnitude of the distributions[53). As can be seen in fig. 
21, the contribution from (5.40) dominates that of (5.41) at zero degrees. 
Fig. 22 shows the double differential cross section for a fragment scattering 
angle of .65 degrees in comparison to the experimental data of ref.[54]. We 
see that the contribution from (5.41) increases with increasing scattering an­
gle. A strong indication that the inclusive momentum distribution reflects
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the internal momentum distribution can be seen in fig. 23, where the Lorentz 
invariant differential cross section is plotted in the projectile rest frame for 
a fragment scattering angle of 0 degrees. The dash line represents the con­
tribution from (5.42), the dotted line the contribution from (5.41), and the 
solid line their incoherent sum. We see that the result shown in fig. 23 is 
very similar in shape to the internal momentum distribution shown in fig.
19. The inclusion of the graph shown in fig. 15 tends to hide the minima in 
the Lim wavefunction.
In figure 24, we consider the effect of using an Eikonal wavefuction to 
model the final state interaction for the case of (5.41) using a Gaussian 
model as given by (5.53). The dashed line is the plane-wave result with the 
normalization factor of one-half, and the solid line uses the Eikonal w ave with 
the NN parameters taken from ref.[55,56]. We see tha t the Eikonal wave 
overestimates the effects of the final state interactions. This is especially 
true at the peak of the distribution. Here we should expect tha t the relative 
momentum of the fragments is small such that the Eikonal approximation 
breaks down.
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T
a
Fig. 14. Feynm an diagram for projectile fragmentation.
T’T
a
Fig. 15. Sam e as fig. 14.
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Fig. 16. Sam e as fig. 14.
T T’
Fig. 17. Sam e as fig. 14
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T
Fig. 18. Same as fig. 14
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Fig. 19. 4H t  internal m omentum  distribution as a function o f  m om entum . Solid line, 
Lim w avefunction  o f (5.54), and dashed line harmonic oscillator w avefunction of (5.53).
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0 200  400  600
q(MeV/c)
Fig. 20 Comparison o f np, solid-line and 3 H e  -  n,  dashed-line, angular distributions 
as a function of m om entum  transfer.
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4500 4750 5000 5250 5500 5750
pF (M e V /c )
Fig. 21. D ouble differential cross section for a  +  p  —*3 H e  +  n  +  p  at 1025 A M eV  
with 0 z He =  0 as a function of 3H e  m omentum  transfer in the lab system . Solid line, 
calculation corresponding to graph o f  fig. 14; dashed line to the graph of fig. 15; both  
using Lim wavefunction and with an overall normalization factor of one-half.
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Fig. 22. Sam e as fig. 21 at 0 i He -  0.C5. Experim ental data  from refs.[54].
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Pf (MeV/c)
Fig. 23. Lorentz invariant differential cross section for a + p  —*3 B e  +  r? +  p  at 1025 A 
M eV w ith  0 s He = 0  as a function of 2H e  m om entum  transfer in the projectile rest frame. 
Dashed line corresponding to graph of fig. 14, dotted line to graph o f fig. 15, and solid  
line, incoherent sum  o f  dotted and dashed lines.
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pF ( M e V /c )
Fig. 24. Same as fig. 21 at 6i I i e  =  0.65. Solid line, harm onic oscillator wavefunction  
with Eikonal approximation for outgoing relative m otion, and dashed line, with plane-wave 
for outgoing relative m otion.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
Previously derived semi-classical coupled-channel scattering amplitudes 
were considered and shown to be identical to the Glauber multiple scatter­
ing series. The Eikonal coupled channels model gave an alternate derivation 
of the series and can be described as a matrix represention of the Glauber 
amplitude. Methods from matrix analyses were introduced to obtain approx­
imate solutions to the coupled-channels model. A second-order solution for 
clastic scattering was developed in terms of projectile and target two- body 
form factors. An average excited state phase was seen to be contained in 
the second-order solution in the triple and higher scattering terms and was 
seen to have only a small effect on the data studied. Comparisons to an 
optical phase shift approximation to the Glauber series were made and only 
small differences were found between the second-order coupled-channels and 
optical phase shift solutions.
The Jastrow method was used to model the two-body density for alpha 
particles. Comparisons to elastic heavy-ion scattering data showed improved 
agreement for the second-order solutions with respect to the coherent ap­
proximation solutions. A parameter study of the model two-particle density 
showed that that a —a scattering data was sensitive to the detailed behavior 
of the two-particle density. The correlation effects in a -  a elastic scatter­
ing was expected to be large enough to warrant further study with more 
realistic structure inputs. Further applications to other nuclear systems is 
also warranted. Improved agreement to total and reaction cross sections, in 
comparison to the coherent approximation, was seen for alpha particles scat­
tering off of several nuclear targets. Further detailed studies should include 
an assessment of relativistic effects.
The framentation of alpha particles was formulated in terms of Lorentz
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invariant three-body phase space. This will allow for the calculation of a 
wide variety of quantities including singles spectra and target recoil distri­
butions. The participant-spectator model was developed in terms of the 
simple pole diagrams from direct reaction theory. The plane wave approx­
imation for relative motion in the final state in alpha fragmentation was 
found to give a reasonable reproduction of the shape of the momentum spec­
tra, but overestimated the magnitude. Inclusion of higher order diagrams in 
the fragmentation model should be straight-forward, but difficult.
A preliminary study of the fragmentation of alpha particles indicated 
many areas of future investigation. These included: more realistic models 
for overlap functions for virtual dissociation; development of accurate models 
for the treatm ent of final state interactions; the development of amplitudes 
for the total inelastic sum for target nuclei scattering off of light nuclei; 
and an assessment of off-shell effects for virtual nuclei in quasi-elastic and 
inelastic scattering. The model presented should be useful in the study of 
the fragmentation of other light nuclei.
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ABSTRACT
The interaction of high energy alpha particles with atomic nuclei is 
considered using multiple scattering theories. Semi-classsical solutions to 
coupled-channel equations derived from Watson’s form of the nucleus-nucleus 
multiple scattering series are shown to be equivalent to the Glauber multiple 
scattering series. Second-order solutions for the elastic amplitude are de­
veloped and used to study the effects of short-range correlations in nuclear 
scattering. The Jastrow method is used to model the two-particle density 
for ''He and to construct one and two particle form factors. Excellent agree­
ment with experimental data for angular distributions, and total and reaction 
cross sections is found. The inclusive momentum distribution for projectile 
iragiuentation is developed in terms of Lorentz invariant three-particle phase 
space. The participant-spectator description of the fragmentation of a par­
ticles is formulated using direct reaction theory. Overlap functions for the 
virtual dissociation of a particles are considered.
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